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WireMate - White

Special Price

$8.99 was
$17.95

Product Images

Short Description
WireMate is an enclosed device that provides for the orderly realignment and consolidation of tangling wires
of varying thickness which exist with most electronic equipment setups. This ranges from power cords,
telephone lines, speaker cables to DSL lines.

Description
WireMate is an enclosed device that provides for the orderly realignment and consolidation of tangling wires
of varying thickness which exist with most electronic equipment setups. This ranges from power cords,
telephone lines, speaker cables to DSL lines. It only has only two parts, a base and cover, and a very unique
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and inclusive design setting it apart from all other partial solutions.This device has been engineered and
manufactured to encase a surprisingly large amount of wires/cables. Once the wires are easily wrapped
around the integrated posts an attractive cover is provided which firmly snaps on the base concealing the
wires. The device, through the provided double sided tape which works in all install situations (or by optional
inserts/screws), can be mounted to wall, desk panel, configuration component or remain free standing.
Besides cleaning up the clutter and presenting a tidy appearance it in turn serves to prevent accidents,
ensures cable connection integrity and keeps the area clean.

Features
Prevents accidents and trip hazards
Eliminates wire tangles and clutter
Neatly conceals excess wires of varying thickness and contributes to a clean work space
Innovative ergonomic design optimizes wire storage capacity
Protects vulnerable wires and connections
Discourages tampering of conﬁguration components
Saves ﬂoor space
Simpliﬁes set-up, cleaning, modiﬁcations and relocations
Durable high-impact molded resin
Easily mounts to any ﬂat surface such as a wall, desk panel, conﬁguration component or remain free standing
No assembly, easy set-up, mounting materials included
Choice of colors: white, gray, black

The patented multi purpose radically simple "no more mess" WireMate
cable and wire management solution for computer workstations,
entertainment centers, media rooms and endless other applications!
Superior
Functionality
Wire Nightmare
Mess / Vulnerable!

Compact
Stylish
Design

Quick Solution
Organized / Secured!

Low Price
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"The WireMates really make a very positive improvement in my oﬃce's appearance. Clients have asked me if
I had my oﬃce recently painted because everything looks so neat and clean."
Jim Harley
Allstate Insurance, Agency
Garden City South, NY

Finally, a solution! Rabeca R - Encino, CA
Awesome item, great seller, fast shipping Robert W - Saltillo, MA
Before:

After:

Thanks for your follow-up. I really do appreciate your friendly and helpful approach to customer service. Im
looking forward to receiving the WireMate Don H - Louis Park, MN

Great product and transaction RC - Chevy Chase, MD
Before:

After:

Fastest ship I have ever seen CT - Manchester, VT

Specifications
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WireMate D.O.B. 10/03/2002



Base and cover only, no other parts to assemble, break or lose



Unit dimensions: 14" long x 8" wide x 2" deep (See Diagram)



Durable and lightweight precision molded high-impact polystyrene resin



Uses include indoor/outdoor applications



Weight is 1.12 lbs.



Average storage capacity is (12-18) wires, (2-3) wires per column of posts x (6) columns



224 cubic inches of wire storage capacity



BENEFITS / FEATURES / SET-UP STEPS
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Mounting material included:
-

(Note-works with all applications, no tools needed)

-

(Note-for optional use only)

• 4(1" X ½") double sided 3M self-adhesive strips

• 4 pan head(combo) 3/4" zinc plated self taping screws
• 4 nylon 3/4" inserts



Unique sleek design blends with all décors



Stylish matte ﬁnish with all colors



Colors - White, Black, Gray - custom colors available with volume orders, contact us



Patented (U.S. Patent #'s 7,247,798 and 7,501,580)



U.S. Patent and Trademark Oﬃce registration # 2,967,893 - "WireMate"



Made in the USA

Additional Information
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SKU

WIREMATE-WT

Weight

2.0000

Color

White

Material

Plastic

Length

14"

Special Price

$8.99
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